The impact of geographical location on taste sensitivity and preference
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Abstract

This study was carried out to determine recognition threshold and taste preference for three basic tastes (sweetness, saltiness and sourness) based on location (interior and coastal) among the Kadazandusun ethnic in Sabah, Malaysia. One hundred and ninety four (194) volunteers aged 20 to 55 years were selected randomly (stratified) as subject. Three Alternative Forced-Choice (3AFC) and hedonic test were used to determine the taste threshold and preference. The interior group had lower taste threshold for all tastes; sweet (10.97 g/L ± 3.69), salty (1.14 g/L ± 0.38), sour (0.0095 g/L ± 0.011) compared to the coastal group; sweet (11.56 g/L ± 3.71), salty (1.23 g/L ± 0.39), sour (0.0012 g/L ± 0.0034). For intensity and hedonic rating, the patterns of response varied based on location for sweet and sour taste. No significant different (p>0.05) was observed for salty taste. However, both groups preferred the base stimulus which concentration similar to the commercially available products tested. There is a correlation between taste threshold and optimum concentration. Individuals with preferred high taste intensity tend to have higher taste threshold. Location and culture can influenced individual taste preference. However, exposure and experience to taste sensation was the major factor on individual’s taste preference.

Introduction

Food is a symbol of acceptance and relation in social and culture in human life which influenced by food choice and habit. Food choice is an action by desire and aspiration caused of desperation or to have basic compound which contained protein, carbohydrate and fat for development, maintenance and other main process for supply energy to all organism activities (Verbeke, 2003). Human being not just consumed food as their essential need for survival but to fulfill their social and psychological needs in their life (Wright et al., 2001).

Food preference and choice is a complex process because it includes the culture, status and also taste which can give many meaning to any institution (Furst et al., 1996; Koster, 2009). Sensory attributes of food are widely considered as the main factors in food choice and consumption. In addition, marketing studies on determinants of food consumption are largely determined by taste of the particular food (Drewnowski et al., 1999). A number of studies revealed that people tend to have similarity in intensity discrimination from low to high levels of tasters but there are differences in the magnitude of rating between them (Laing et al., 1994; Prescott et al., 1997; Holt et al., 2000). The influenced of culture sets to be one of the main factor in determine human taste perception and preferences (Moskowitz et al., 1975; Prescott and Bell, 1995; Rozin, 1996).

Study of the perceptions and preferences for taste qualities on foods across different cultures produced valuable data. It may enhance our understanding on innate and environmental influences on individual perceptions and preferences (Prescott et al., 1998). An increasing attention is being given to cultural comparisons in food, eating and nutrition (Devine et al., 1999). There are few studies conducted to understand the variation in food choices, taste preferences and their causes among individuals, groups and culture (Zellner et al., 1999). Most studies focus on human physiology (aging, disease, body weight) as the main factor of variation in human taste preferences and perceptions (Laeng et al., 1994; Okoro et al., 1998; De Graaf and Zandstra, 1999; De Graaf et al., 2001; Sanders and Oakes, 2002) and only scarce of knowledge focused on cultural and origins (Cervellon and Dube, 2005).

Different cultures are associated with different food and taste and such cultural entities are usually place based. We know only little about differences in liking for foods that are common to several region and cultures (Zellner et al., 1999). Moskowitz et al. (1975) compared western populations and Kartanaka labourers in India on simple sensory stimuli through basic tastes. They found out that there are significant
different between both group on sour taste. In addition, Jamel et al. (1996) found that people who are living in urban areas with high sugar intake preferred sweeter tea compared to people who are living in rural area. Holt et al. (2000) reported that Malaysians’ preference of sweeter food compared to Australians is related to higher sugar intake among Malaysians. Those studies showed that there are differences in human taste perception based on culture and place. However, Prescott et al. (1997) found that there were no differences in the sweet tastes between Australian and Japanese subjects.

Most of cross cultural study on food focused on basic tastes in solution but not in real foods and conducted almost exclusively in western country (e.g. Lennernas et al., 1997; Okoro et al., 1999; Zellner et al., 1999; Mojet et al., 2001; Cervellon and Dube, 2005). In contrast, to our best knowledge, only scarce studies have been done in Malaysia. Wong (1991) compared taste acceptances and preferences among three major ethnics in Malaysia; The Malays, Chinese and Indian. She found that Malay people prefer sweeter food products compared to other ethnic. In contrast, Indian subjects prefer higher sour taste compared to other ethnics while Chinese subjects always prefer medium taste intensity of all food tested. As a multiracial country, it is beneficial to study ethnic based perception and preferences in order to understand their various culture and lifestyle among Malaysian. This effort not only benefits the manufacturer and nutritionist but also to the ruler to understand and to know in depth about their peoples.

Sabah was located in the easternmost part in Borneo Island. It is the second largest and unique state in Malaysia. It shares a maritime border with the Federal Territory of Labuan on the west and Philippines to the north and northeast. In addition, the land border also shares with the province of North Kalimantan of Indonesia in the south. The state of Sabah consists of five divisions; namely, Tawau, Sandakan, Kudat, West Coast and Interior. Sabah comprise of variety of ethnic, culture and heritage. Kadazandusun is the largest ethnic in Sabah, Malaysia. It composed of 30% population of the country. Most of this ethnic population live in 3 main divisions in Sabah; West Coast Division (Penampang, Putatan, Papar, Kuala Penyu, Inanam, Menggatal, Tamaruli, dan Tuaran), Interior Division (Kundasang, Ranau dan Tambunan) and Sandakan Division (Sandakan and Lahad Datu). The location and places form another sub-ethnic in this community. It is reported that their culture, food and lifestyle were quiet similar between the sub-ethnic (Madisah, 1986). However, we hypothesized that geographical location factor may have influences to the taste acceptance and preference between the sub-ethnic and groups. Hence, this study was conducted to measure the influences of geographical location on taste sensitivity and preferences among Kadazandusun ethnic in Sabah.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

The study was conducted in the coastal and interior of Sabah, Malaysia. Malaysia is a multiracial country which Sabah itself has about 53 ethnic groups. To minimize the difference in taste preferences among the multiracial community, only the Kadazandusun ethnic was selected. One hundred and ninety four (194) peoples from coastal area (20 – 55yr; 41 males, 59 females) and interior area (20 – 55yr; 42 males, 52 females) were recruited. Based on geographical location, Kuala Penyu was selected as coastal area while Ranau were selected as interior area for this study. All selected subjects must be healthy, not pregnant, not on a therapeutic diet and live at least 5 years in that particular area.

Stimuli

Three basic tastes were studied; sweetness, saltiness and sourness. For each taste, specific compounds were chosen to represent the taste: Sucrose, Natrium Chloride (Nacl) and Citric Acid. All compounds were dissolved in distilled water (taste threshold) and commercially available products such as tea, orange juice, and mushroom soup (hedonic test). In total, subjects were given 2 sensory tests: (1) Taste threshold which using triangle test ; 1 tastant + 2 blanks (distilled water) (2) Hedonic test was conducted by utilising market products which represents the basic tastes studied; (i) chrystemum tea – sweetness, (ii) mushroom soup – saltiness, (iii) orange juice – sourness.

Commercial products available in market vary from brand to brand for their intensity of taste compound (Sucrose, Nacl, Citric acid). Preliminary test were used to determine the level of concentration for solutions and products to be used in hedonic test (Prescott et al., 1997). Two stages of preliminary test were conducted by 30 subjects from both areas. In the first stage, subjects ranked taste intensities of 5 commercial brands available in the market. Brand with the lowest scores in taste intensity was used as the based sample. The based samples were manipulated to 9 different concentrations. In the second stage, subjects were rated the intensity and palatability of manipulated based product by using 9-point hedonic scale. Five samples which covered
a wide intensity range and not being unpalatable (mean rating between 3 to 7 on the 9 point hedonic scale) were chosen as sample in this study (Prescott et al., 1998). Final amount of added tastant for each stimuli used in the hedonic test were as follows: (1) Chrysanthemum Tea which sucrose had been added: 0 g, 17 g, 38 g, 65 g, 98 g; (2) Mushroom soup which sodium chloride had been added: 0 g, 3 g, 7 g, 12 g, 16 g; and (3) Orange juice which citric acid had been added: 0 g, 2 g, 5 g, 9 g, 14 g.

Likewise, stimuli concentrations for taste threshold were determined by preliminary test and also based on previous studies (e.g. Okoro et al., 1998; Mojet et al., 2001; Ng et al., 2004; Pasquet et al., 2006). Stimuli with high subjects can be detected as recognition threshold were chosen as central based. 5 concentrations (2 ascending 0.1 log steps and 2 descending 0.1 log steps from based) were administered as stimuli in this study. The central concentration for (i) sweet- 11g/L (ii) salty-1.0g/L (iii) sour – 0.13g/L.

**Procedures**

Subjects started to evaluate the stimulus after fasting for an hour. This study was conducted in a hall. Fifteen flexible cubicles (45 cm x 45 cm x 50 cm) were used to replace sensory set up in the laboratory to avoid subjects discussed among them while evaluating the tastants (Penfield and Campbell, 1990).

**Taste Threshold**

Three-alternative forced choice was used in the threshold measurement with concentration presented in ascending order. At each concentration, sample set consisted of one tasted solution and two blank samples. Each sample coded with a 3 digit number and tasted from left-centre-right order. Within each set/concentration, subjects indicated that sample which is different from the two others. If the subjects cannot readily discriminate, a guess must be made. Tests were completed when subjects’ reach a set wherein the test samples correctly identified. An individual best- estimate value of threshold is the geometric mean of that concentration at which the last miss occurred and the next higher concentration detected. Group threshold are derived by averaging of the individual best-estimate thresholds (ASTM, 2004). Subjects were asked to rinse the mouth with mineral water before tasted the samples. To avoid fatigue, test divided into 3 sessions based on basic taste studied.

**Hedonic test**

Subjects tasted the samples and asked to observe the products/ samples on intensity of tastes (sweetness, saltiness, sourness) and degree of liking on the particular concentration/level of intensity. Then, subjects marked their rating on a separate score sheet containing scale on products they were tasted. For both scale, 9-point hedonic scale were used which anchors very weak to the left and very strong to the right on 135mm line (Prescott et al., 1998). 9-point hedonic scale has lower same stimulus error and a better different stimulus error compared to 5-point and 7-point hedonic scale (Park et al., 2003).

Intensity scale used the end points of none (left) and extremely (right) together with attribute name (taste) while hedonic scale used end points of dislike extremely (left) and like extremely (right) (Aminah, 2000). Each sample coded with a 3 digit number and tasted from left-centre-right order. Subjects were told to rinse their mouth with water until no aftertaste remained before tasted another sample.

**Data Analysis**

Data were analysed using SPSS (version 17.0). Two-way mixed ANOVA was used to determine the main differences and interaction between each group (location). Simple effect test (Independent T-test) with bonferroni correction was used to compare different level of solutions between groups. Chi square Test was used to measure impact of location towards taste threshold. Spearman correlation was used to predict relationship between taste threshold and preferred concentration; as well as intensity rating – liking rating. Preferred concentration refers to the highest liking rating for one particular sample. In some cases, subjects will give more the one sample as the preferred concentration. The average of the concentrations will take as preferred concentrations for the subject. A p-value of 0.05 or lower is reported as significant different.

**Results**

**Taste threshold**

**Sweet**

Only 10% of subjects can detect the taste in the lowest concentration of stimuli given for both groups. Most of the subjects from the interior group have lower sweet taste threshold compared to coastal group respectively. Best estimation threshold (BET) for interior group was 10.97 g/L while 11.56/g/L for coastal group. However, there was no significant different between both group in their sweet threshold.
(X^2=1.768, df=5, p>0.05). Hence, the sweet threshold distribution was not influenced by geographical factor (p>0.05) for this population. In general, this Kadazandusun ethnic group sweet threshold was 11.27±3.7 g/L for this study.

**Salty**

The distribution of salty threshold between both groups was similar for all stimuli tested. Therefore, there is no significant difference between both groups in their salty taste threshold. In contrast, interior group subjects have a lower best estimation threshold (BET) (1.14 g/L) compared to coastal group (1.23 g/L) respectively. Chi square test revealed that there is no effect of geographical factor on saltiness threshold (X^2=5.797, df=5, p>0.05).

**Sour**

Only 11.5% of subjects from both groups were able to recognize sour taste at the lowest concentration of the stimuli (0.08 g/L). Subjects from interior group showed a lower threshold (0.095 g/L) compared to coastal group (0.12 g/L). There was a significant difference between both groups (p<0.05). In addition, Chi square test showed that this distribution was influenced by geographical factor (X^2=33.828, df=5, p<0.05).

**Taste preference**

**Sweetness**

Sucrose that being added, the liking and intensity rating for each level different than previous level. Each level being significantly different to each other’s (P<0.05). There was interactive effect [level x origin: (F1, 78, = 4.04; P<0.05)]. Post hoc multiple test revealed that both group significantly different at two highest additional of sucrose to the based product (65g/l and 98g/L) (Figure 1a and 1b).

**Saltiness**

The mean intensity rating for both groups showed a linear increase with additional NaCl in soups. Each level being significantly different to each other’s (P<0.05). Coastal groups give a higher mean intensity rating compared to interior subjects for all concentrations studied (Figure 2a). There was no interactive effect (p>0.05) between locations. Above 3g/L added tastant, liking rate for the samples started to decrease for both groups (Figure 2b).

**Sourness**

Mean sourness intensity rating for both groups equally rated over the five additional citric acid levels (Figure 3a). However, each level being significantly different with each other’s (P<0.05). For liking rating, addition of citric acid to the juice decreased the liking rating and fell dramatically after addition of 9g/L (Figure 3b).
post hoc multiple showed that there are significant different between both groups at the higher of citric acid addition (5g/L and 9g/L) (p<0.05). There was a negative correlation between intensity and liking rating for sourness (r1=-0.35, p<0.05).

**Relationship between taste threshold and preferred concentration**

There is a significant correlation between taste threshold and preferred concentration for all studied tastes (p<0.05). However, there’s only weak correlation (p<0.05) for all tastes studied ranging from 0.2 to 0.38 respectively. It showed that subject who preferred higher concentrations of taste’s substance food tend to have higher taste threshold for that particular taste.

**Discussion**

The threshold values for sucrose, natrium chloride and citric acid obtained in this study are similar to other studies conducted (Kellyand Meyer, 1971; Pangborn and Pecore, 1982, Okoro et al., 1998). However, there was a slight different between researchers on the threshold values obtained from this study to others. Aminah (2000) reported that Malay ethnic in the West Malaysia have 2.4 g/L as their sweet threshold (sucrose) which lower than Kadazandusun ethnics taste threshold in Sabah. This difference might suggest that people in this study had high intakes on sweet food compared to Malay ethnic in Malaysia. Holt et al. (2000) confirmed that people with more exposure and regularly consumed sweet food tend to have high preference for sweet taste. However, range of method used in determination of threshold also needs to be address as cause of differences (Okoro et al., 1998).

On average, interior subjects have lower taste threshold on all tastes studied. No significant different obtained between both groups for sweet and salty taste threshold except sour taste. Previous studies had shown that signalling detection and pathway for both tastes are almost similar at lower concentration of sucrose and NaCl (Spetter et al., 2010). However, sour taste transduction is different compared to other taste. Sour taste sensation sharper and stronger compared to salty and sweet taste which can reflect the taste threshold distribution (McFeeters et al., 2007).

Additional of compounds to the samples will effect on rating of intensity and liking of the sample. Through all taste discrimination, both subject’s group showed averaged rating for intensity rating which both of them showed a linear increase with addition of compounds to the samples tested. This result showed that people will have similar interact and reflection towards taste discrimination from low to high level of taste sensation. It can be related to innate preferences for tastants (Rozin, 1996) and confirmed that each individual can discriminate intensity of sweetness from low to high (Holt et al., 2000). From the result, most of the subjects preferred level of compounds added in based products which it’s commercial products. So that, we can concluded that the commercial food product are familiar and acceptable by consumers.

Interestingly, liking rating for higher concentration for both groups were significantly different with interior group had lower rating compared to coastal group. This finding is different from other studies whose reported people with higher sweet food intake tend to like higher sweetness of food (Moskowitz et al., 1975; Pangborn and Pecore, 1982; Jamel et al., 1996; Holt et al, 2000; Mahar and Duizer, 2007). Through observation, temperatures of both locations will influence subject food habit and intake which can gave impact to taste perception. Interior had lower surrounding temperature compared to coastal. This will influence subject from interior consume a lot of hot beverages and food. Several studies confirmed that temperature had impact on taste acceptance of food which extreme temperature can lead to higher taste threshold and lower taste acceptance (liking) (Moskowitz, 1972; Schiffman et al.,2000;Talavera et al. 2007). In this study, samples were presented at room temperature. So that, subject from interior will give higher sweetness intensity rating and lower liking rating for the samples. Instead of temperature, it is suggested, experience and exposure also play important role in human taste acceptance and preference. Laing et al. (1994) also suggested that differences in responses of subjects from different cultures to chemosensory stimuli are restricted to reference behavior arising from experience rather than from genetically-based influences.

There were significant differences between groups in sweetness and sourness liking rating. It is suggested that difference in food frequency consumption is related to intensity and liking rating in particular taste preferences (Jamel et al., 1996; Holt et al., 2000; Maher and Duizer, 2007). Previous studies had shown that high dietary intake of salty will increase salty taste perception in food (Pangborn and Pecore, 1982). In the present study, result showed lower rating in saltiness rating in coastal area even they can be connected to availability of seafood and sources around them which can make they have higher rate in saltiness rating. However, high consumption of instant and preserved food (salted
fish, instant noodles, snacks) among interior groups gives impact to this difference for both groups - data not show (Kim and Lee, 2009). This suggested that availability of specific food not the only predictor for the subjects’ taste acceptance and food preference. Abundant of food product in the market and advertisement of food in the media could lead to changes of taste acceptance and food preferences among individuals (Elder and Krishna, 2010; Lanfer et al, 2013).

Apart from that, Duffy et al. (2007) suggested that oral sensation could lead to chronic diseases risk such as diabetes and hypertension through the dietary intake and food habit. Several studies have proved that high preferences and intake for high sweet food and beverages could lead to obesity and diabetes (Drewnoski, 1987; Raben et al., 2002; Schulze et al., 2004; Welsh et al., 2005; Ebbeling et al., 2006). Even the result of this study not consistent but the trend and pattern was convinced that the relationship could be existed. Hence, study on this particular cause (taste acceptance; food intake) and effects (body weight; obesity, diabetes) seem warranted in future especially among Malaysian society.

**Conclusion**

The results showed that there are different on taste perception between both groups (location). However, the observed difference was unstable for means of liking ratings for some of the test stimuli. The taste acceptance differences may plausibly due to geographical structure and condition (temperature, altitude) between both locations. Location or geographical factor can affect individual/group’s taste perception. However, this factor prone to be as identity of one group. Exposure, experience and food habit (caused by surrounding and culture) may give more significant impact to our taste perception.
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